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Handout 1 
How to undertake an economic review of your local area  
 
 
What is a Local Area Economic Audit? 
 
A full economic audit would comprise a detailed investigation of all the aspects of the economy 
which affect business development within an area (see QIF The First Steps in local economic 
development).  For the purpose of supporting the creation of jobs for a limited target group of 
people, a more limited version of this is appropriate.  QIF recommends that NPOs gather the 
considerable general information that can be relatively easily collected from existing written 
sources and complement this with a brief exploration of the area.  More information is then 
gathered on the key small business service providers and from the municipality. The scope of this 
information collection should cover: 
 

• Government and private economic structures that exist in support of micro, small and 
medium enterprises  

• The general way the economy is working, the constraints that exist, where the potential 
for development lies.  It is a good idea to include a look at the pre-war business focus, 
and see what opportunities might relate to this, including skill areas. 

 
QIF calls this abbreviated economic audit a Local Area Economic Audit. 
 
 

Key Topics to Investigate for a Local Area Audit: 
 

Capital and finance 
• What finance is available, from which organizations? 
 
Business 
• Where to go for business registration and other administrative procedure? 
• Markets for products, export links? 
• What business services are available? 
• Privatisation? 
 
People 
• Employment services? 
• Vocational training opportunities 
 
Land 
• What premises are available, especially for start-ups and small businesses 
• Economic assets of the area (raw materials or other features providing business 

opportunities). 
 
In each case opportunities and (missing) links are the fundamental questions.  A business 
opportunities may exist where there is a break between production and processing. 
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Why to Undertake a Local Area Economic Audit? 
 
This idea of doing a local area audit is to gather the background information that will be useful to you to: 
 

• Combine with your SME audit to understand how the economy is working and where the 
opportunities for development lie 

• Provide your returnee group with relevant information to help them to integrate and take 
advantage of the employment and business related services available in the area. 

• Help facilitate the integration process through engaging positively with the economic institutions in
the return area, and by doing so also help to link returnees into these institutions. 

 

When to Undertake a Local Area Economic Audit?   
 
It is strongly advised that the economic audit is initiated at the start of the project, since it is the first step in 
the job creation assessment process and the results are needed for both the SME audit (Handout 2) and 
the Beneficiary Audit (Handout 3).  Experience shows that it is also an effective way of engaging positively 
with the authorities. 
 

How to Undertake a Local Area Economic Audit? 
 
Like all the economic audit activities, in doing a Local Area Economic Audit you are looking for information 
of relevance to your returnees and their potential employment.  Use the list of Key Topics (above) as a 
guide throughout your investigations.  Three activities come into carrying out a Local Area Audit: 
 

• Gathering existing information from summary sources.  You may visit bodies that through their 
day-to-day activities gather information or that have available studies of relevance.   

• Finding out about services available in the area.  You are looking for those that could be relevant 
to the employment possibilities of your returnees, whether business, ordinary employment or 
vocational training related. 

• Public Relations.  While visiting the various bodies, try and establish positive contact with each 
body as ambassadors of your returnee group.  You can attempt to enlist their support for your and 
your returnees own activities. 

 
Information Gathering 
 
Visual.  First drive around your local area, ideally with an older member of the community who has lived 
there for all their lives.  Take notes of the physical economic assets and resources you can identify, ask 
about factories, destroyed buildings and what economic activity in general has taken place in each street 
in the past.  Try to identify how these can or do link into the economy of the area.  Make notes as you go.  
Also ask about institutions and other organizations which have existed and may still exist. 
 
Municipality.  This should normally be your first stop on the institution visiting trail.  Ideally make contact 
with the Mayor for politeness sake (your reconstruction team will no doubt already have made contact) 
and then get yourself introduced to the most senior economic representative.  Use this visit to explain your 
intentions and ask about: 
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• The Economy.  The municipality should have a range of materials about the economy 
which can give you useful background information.  You can find out if they have any 
economic plans for the area, for example specific sectors that they want to promote.  Try 
to introduce local economic development as a concept.  You are looking to support the 
development of their area as a whole. 

• Skill shortages and skills that will be needed for the area to develop, e.g. high tech skills. 
• The Institutions and organizations that are operating in the area.  The most important 

organizations for your returnees are probably banks and micro-credit organizations, but it 
is also useful to ask if they know about others.  Is there any business support available?  
Is there a business association?  Is the Employment Bureau active?  At the least you 
may help to get them thinking that this could be important for their municipality. 

 
Other Institutions and Organisations.  Do not omit to visit those that have been identified by 
you through your various contacts and experience.  If you visit no other, visit the banks and 
micro-credit organizations, but there will be others of clear value to your returnees.  Remember, it 
is usually much easier for you to visit these than for the returnees and you need accurate 
information for your beneficiary audit activities. 
 
Do not forget the public relations angle through your visits.  Remember many minority returnees 
feel at the least wary of visiting institutions and organizations that are run by the majority ethnic 
group.  If you can identify individuals through your visits, who would welcome visits by the 
returnees and you can pass on their names and office location, this will be a considerable help.  
You may even be able at a later stage to yourselves introduce interested group of returnees or 
nominated person to key bodies. 
 
 
 
 
How wide is the Local Area? 
 
If your local area is economically or administratively strongly connected to another area, for 
example, a small town or rural area linked to a larger town or administrative centre, you must 
cover the main bodies in this connected area as part of the audit.  The most important services to 
investigate are probably, micro-credit, banking and vocational training. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


